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During a routine search through the many scrapbooks in Lancaster Central Library I came.across this sketch,
which, despite its title and crudity of execution, is clearly part of an Anglo-Saxon cross shaft decorated with
relief vine-scroll. As it seems to represent a 19th century find, a period when little was recorded of
Lancaster's Anglo-Saxon past, the interest is markedly increased. It was found, according to the caption, in
Lancaster Church Yard, presumably in grave-digging.

Most of the recorded Anglo-Saxon cross fragments from Lancaster were found in 1903, during the building
of the King's Own Memorial Chapel. The Chapel is on the north side of the Priory church and was built to
commemorate the fallen of the Regiment in the South African Wars. These consist of ten fragments
representing some eight crosses. Some of the fragments were known to exist before building work took
place, since they could be seen in the face of the wall.

Apart from this there have been a handful of fragments from excavations, such as the important piece,
inscribed in Latin, from the New Vicarage site in 1965, and the famous Runic cross found in the churchyard

in 1807.

Those pieces found in
1903 came from the old
outer north wall of the
Priory. The reason for
their survival seems to be
that this wall abutted on
the original cloister (often
built on the north side of
the church in alien priories
such as Lancaster) which
restricted expansion in this
direction and drove it
southwards and eastwards
instead. This would mean
that the rebuildings of the
l3'h and l5'h centuries
would have left this wall
alone, probably in its late
1lft or early l2th century
state. At this early date
fragments of older cross-
shaft may have been

plentiful and have represented desirable building stone. By the 15b century all the building stone used in the
nave and chancel appears to have been newly quarried. Clearly there was nothing available, or thought
worthy, to reuse by this time.

The drawing of the cross fragment, unfortunately without a find date, appears on a page with drawings in the
same hand of two Roman pieces, both previously recorded. These are both amphorae handles, stamped
respectively 'CAN[O]NCNI' or some such, and 'I ITIM', found in Lancaster Castle in taking down the
Dungeon Tower, 1818-9 and in digging an ashpit near the Clock Tower, 1844.

These appear in Watkin's Roman Lancashire and in Alice Johnson's pottery lists. On internal evidence the
scrapbook was put together in the late 19th century. If the fragment was found in grave digging, as suggested
above, this would limit its possible date of discovery, since the churchyard was closed after the opening of
the new Cemetery on Lancaster Moor in 1855 and the only burials after that would be in existing graves and
relatively few in number.
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List of known AS fragments from Lancaster

I Runic cross found in Lancaster churchyard in 1807, now in British Museum.

2-3 Two joining fragments of early vine-scroll, found in KO Memorial Chapel, 1903, now on loan to
City Museum.

4-5 Two joining fragments of shaft with vine-scroll and Latin
Chapel, 1903, vine-scroll segment now on loan to City Museum, Latin

inscription, found in KO Memorial
inscription stolen from Priory church,

1992.
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Fragment of vine-scroll, found in KO Memorial Chapel, 1903, now on loan to City Museum.

Fragment of coarse vine-scroll, found in KO Memorial Chapel, 1903, now on loan to City Museum.

8 Base of four-sided figurative shaft, found in KO Memorial Chapel, 1903, now on loan to City
Museum.

9 Base of four-sided shaft with crucifixion and beast-headed soldiers, found in KO Memorial Chapel,
1903, now on loan to City Museum.

10 Lower arm of cross-head with crucifixion and five bosses, found in KO Memorial Chapel, 1903,
stolen from Priory church, 1992.

11 Anglo-Scandinavian slab with hart and hound sculpture lightly pecked into surface, found in KO
Memorial Chapel, 1903, now on display in Priory church.

12 Fragment of shaft with Latin inscription, found in building new Priory Vicarage, 1965, now on loan
to City Museum.

13 Fragment of cross-head, found in building new Priory Vicarage, 1965, now in City Museum,
LM86.17.

14 Fragment of shaft with socket for dowel, found in excavations in 1970 in garden of Old Vicarage,
now in City Museum,LM7l.37.

15 Fragment of cross arm, with pellet decoration, found in excavations in 1970 in garden of Old
Vicarage, now in City Museum,LM7l.54.

16 Fragment of vine-scroll discussed here, found in Priory churchyard in 19ft century, presumed lost.

(Following the theft of two important pieces from the Priory church during restoration work in 1992, the
remainder were placed on loan to the City Museum for safe-keeping, except for the Anglo-Scandinavian hart
and hound stone, which forms part of a display in the Priory).
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